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Introduction

Q: If you had to explain what math is to someone
who had never heard of it, mavbe some guy from
another planet who happens to speak English. what
would you say that it is?

CHILD #1: A bunch of mixed-up numbers.

CHILD #2: It's a subject that helps you learn
things in. in different areas in the outside
world....Like uh building fences. uh sales manag-
ing. um...A clerk, you need to know math....A
cashier....A banker. Lot of other things.

These two fifth graders present, even in this short selection. very

different ideas of the nature, purpose and scope of mathematics. The

first child defines mathematics as numbers that seem to have a life and

essence of their own: they are "mixed up." She doesn't relate these

numbers to her life either in or out of school. Presumably, the task of

the mathematics student would be *-.o try to un-mix the numbers. But why?

Why should the child have to do that? On the basis of this response, this

child doesn't offer anv reason why one would want or need to do the work

of unmixing bunches of numbers.

We have called this perspective on mathematics mathematics as

discrete operations because it presents mathematics as a set of memorized.

rule-bound procedures usually involving numbers or counting that is done

in the classroom. This discrete operations construct of mathematics has

been observed by researchers to be the dominant understanding of

mathematics that children devalop when exposed to the drill, rote

procedures and formulaic word problems of traditional mathematics pedagogy

(see Ginsburg & Asmussen. 1988: Kouba & McDonald. in press: Lave. Smith &

Butler. 1988; Resnick. 1988; Schoenfeld. 1988). In fact, part of the call



for mathematics education reform comes from the concern that children who

hold a discrete operations perspective do not understand how mathematics

is useful for real-life problem solving.

The second child who described mathematics as "a subject that helps

you learn things...in different areas in the outside world" presents what

seems to be a different construct of mathematics. By relating mathematics

to learning in the world, particularly to the adult work world, she is

beginning to construct an understanding of mathematics that sounds similar

to the construct of mathematics that is being suggested by proponents of

mathematics education reform (see, e.g., Resnick. 1988: Schoenfeld, 1985:

Carraher. Schliemann & Carraher. 1988). This mathematics, which we have

called rathematics as problem solving, is mathematics as a process of

figuring out, of sense-making which uses mathematical tools to solve

problems in the real world. The hope is that a change in children's

beliefs about mathematics from discrete operations to problem solving

woed result in what the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

(1989) calls "mathematical empowerment."

Methodology

This paper will describe the constructs of mathematics of 48 fifth

graders in Corpus Christi, Texas who participated in a summative

evaluation of SQ1TV (see Fisch, et al.. 1990). A child's construct of

mathematics is his or her conception of what mathematics is: what it

consists of. what it is good for, and what one does with it. In addition.

this paper will c:olore the possibility for change by presenting the

effects of viewing SQ1TV on their constructs of mathematics (Debold, et
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al.. 1990).

Our inquiry into children's constructs of mathematics was the

foundation for our assessment of children's attitudes toward mathematics

and the effect of SQ1TV on their attitudes. Since recent research on

children's attitudes toward mathematics has indicated that children's

attitudes toward mathematics are deeply tied to their conceptions of it

(e.g.. McLeod. 1989: Schoenfeld. 1983), we began our study of attitude by

exploring children's responses to our Attitude interview. The Attitude

Interview constoted of open-ended questions that targeted four dimensions

of attitude (construct ot mathematics, usefulness and importance.

motivation and enjoyment) within three domains of mathematical inquiry.

These four dimensions of attitude were consistent with the first goal of

SQ1TV ("To promote positive attitudes...").

Questions in the Attitude Interview were also categorized by domain.

or section. of the interview: the Problem-Soiving Activity Domain, in

which questions were asked about the problem-solving activities that the

children had worked with; the Figuring Out Domain, in which questions were

asked about children's naive problem solving; and the Mathematics Domain.

in which children were explicitly asked questions about mathematics in and

out of school. We knew that the children might not recognize that our

PSAs, the hands-on problem solving tasks, were mathematical in nature

because the tasks were so different from the mathematics that they

received in school. Given the emphasis in the mathematics reform movement

both on children becoming better mathematical problem solvers and on

children reconceptualizing their understanding of mathematics in tes of

problem solving, we waited to be able to understand how children think
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about mathematics in school and out of school as well as how they think

about problem solving.

The Attitude Interview was conducted in one-on-one sessions between

an interviewer and a child and lasted approximately 40 minutes.

Interviewers were encouraged to follow-up the children's responses with

further questions so as to capture the fullest range of the children's

thinking. Questions that were designed to elicit responses indicative of

children's constructs of mathematics were analyzed from the three

different domains of mathematical inquiry.

We also explored children's constructs of mathematics through a

written Essay which was given to all 240 children in the participating

classrooms. The Essay asked them to explain why they would or would not

like a job that involved mathematics.

I will be presenting results from two different and complementary

analyses of children's constructs of mathematics. The first analysis. the

descriptive analysis, used key questions from the designated construct

questions to present an in-depth portrait of the range of the children's

responses at the pretest. We derived categories for analysis from the

children's responses and then interpreted those categories in light of

current research. These responses were also examined for patterns of

differences relating to the children's sex, ethnicity and socioeconomic

status (SES).

The second analysis, the analysis of change, measured pre-

test/posttest change in certain aspects of children's responses to the

designated questions as well as assessing differences between viewers' and

nonviewers' construct of mathematics responses to the Essay. Differences
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between viewers and nonviewers were tested using inferential statistics.

We also explored these differences in relation to the children's sex.

ethnicity and SES.

I will begin with our descriptive analysis of children's constructs

of mathematics and problem solving. Next, I will explain how we assessed

change as a result of SQ1TV viewing, and then present the results of our

analysis of change and the implications of those results for changing

children's constructs of mathematics.

The Descriptive Analysis

Mathematics

To describe their conceptions of mathematics, we examined (1)

children's explicit definitions of mathematics given in response to two

different questions. "If you had to explain what math is to someone who

had never heard of it, maybe someone from another planet who happens to

speak English, what would you say that it is?" and "Some people say that

the only thing that math is is adding, subtracting, multiplying and

dividing. What do You think of that?" (2) their spontaneous uses of the

term "math" in response to questions in the Figuring Out and PSA Domains

that did not mention the word "math." (3) the refereaces that children

made to mathematical content areas, and (4) their responses to questions

about the context of their mathematics learning, "Can You tell me where

you got your ideas about math?" and "Is what you do in math class all

there is to math?". We found no pattern of differences in the children's

responses on the basis of sex, socioeconomic status or ethnicity.

Across all of the children's responses. we found, as one would have
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expected. that the dilaXIII-21121=112n1 construct of mathematics dominated

their thinking. Our research also indicated that the children understood

that discrete operations mathematics was related to the activities of the

classroom.

In response to this question which asked children to define

mathematics to an alien. 75% of the children's responses defined

mathematics a consisting of numbers, computational arithmetic, and other

content areas of mathematics that they have been presented in school. As

one child said.

I'd say it's about a whole bunch of numbers. Whole bunch of numbers

where you have to join to make one. That's what it mostly is. You

gotta join all to make one number.

Other responses emphasized computation:

Um, you use, you have to, you had to, you have to use numbers to
find out the answer or bring down something or add something.
Subtract uh...Or it's a easier way than just, just counting, you

just add 'em up and you have to...memorize it.

As these typical responses indicate, the discrete operations construct

present mathematics as decontextualized operations done with numbers.

Sometimes children would explain mathematics to the alien by invoking

formulaic word problems that echo the wav that they were probably taught

about mathematics:

It's like if you had five oranges and you got and you bought another

one, you would have six oranges and that's like addition. And then

subtraction is like, if you had six oranges and you took one away,
then you'd only have five.

Our second key question, which asked children to respond to a

definition of mathematics as only arithmetic, gave the children the

opportunity to disagree with the discrete operations construct of

mathematics. While the majority -- 81% -- of the children's responses
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disagreed with this statement. 85% of the children's responses still spoke

of mathematics as a set of discrete operations. Thus, most of the

children who felt that this statement was wrong elaborated either by

adding other, discrete content areas (e.g., "No. that's not all it is

because there's like word problems, and place value. And all that kinda

stuff.") or by alluding to there being somehow more to it than basic

computation (e.g.. "Well I think it's partly right and partly wrong.

'Cause you do all those things. except it's not just that."). Despite

these alterations to the definition of mathematics as basic computation.

the structure of children's concept of mathematics remains unchanged: it

is still a set of separate numeric operations.

When the children used the term "math" spontaneously in the

interview (i.e.. in response to questions in the Figuring Out and PSA

Domains that did not ask about "math" explicitly), they usually were

referring to discrete operations. Over one quarter (27%) mentioned "math"

or "math problems" with no further elaboration: over three fifths (62%)

referred to "multiplication and addition" or other aspects of computation.

While we did not ask the children to identify what is and what is

not mathematics, we did collect information on the range of content areas

that the children specifically identified as mathematics in their

responses. Using the content areas listed in the third goal of the SQlTV

as a way of organizing this information, we tallied the distribution

across the content areas of mathematics (see Table 1 in Appendix). The

overwhelming majority of the children's responses concerned numbers,

counting or basic arithmetic. Occasionally, a child made reference to

"algebra" or. in one case, "trigonometry:" although some of these children

7
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explained that an older relative had shown them this "math."

The children's discrete operations construct of mathematics is

hardly surprising given the emphasis in the elementary-school curriculum

on mastering arithmetic facts through drill. More than four fifths of the

children responded that mathematics class was where they got their ideas:

in fact, over a third stated that school was their only source. Nearly

three fifths of the children also mentioned that they learned mathematics

from family members or from themselves. For example. one child responded

hesitantly that he learned "From mv brain cells?" and then added that "you //

have to learn it first before you know it."

Learning mathematics, as we saw throughout the children's responses.

basically concerned mastering the specific tasks presented in the

classroom. When children's mathematics constructs are structured as a

series of decontextualized number-based classroom activities, mathematics

can easily become devoid of sense-making (see Lave, et al., 1988; Resnick,

1988). Mathematics as discrete operations may constrain to the classroom

both what the children understand as mathematics and where mathematics

learning can happen.

Yet, despite the dominance of this outcome-oriented, computation-

driven discrete riperations construct of mathematics, we also heard

evidence in their discussion of mathematics of some aspects of a problem

solving construct of mathematics. These elements of a mathematics as

problem solving is a very positive sign for proponents of mathematics

reform because it indicates that, even within the traditional curriculum,

children have some sense of mathematics as useful, contextualized problem

solving.
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Two elements of a problem-solving concept of mathematics were

present in the children's explicit definitions of mathematics. The first

was mathematics as a process of thinking or figuring out; in other words,

an emphasis on process rather than on outcome. The second element was

mathematics as useful; because a problem-solving construct of mathematics

presents mathematics as useful in solving problems. spontaneous references

to applications of mathematics as part of the children's definitions of

mathematics are important. One quarter of the children (25%) gave these

probl,,gli-solving responses to the alien and 15% gave such responses to the

mathematics-as-arithmetic question. In all, two fifths (40%) of the

children made responses that defined mathematics either as a process of

figuring out or as useful. For example. one child emphasized the utility

of mathematics by explaining to the alien that "it's an interesting thing

for you to do and, you know, um when you really grow up and you

want...you're gonna have to...use math." Another child presented

mathematics as a process that is about "numbers. Um...lines. Hm. how to

do things in a different wav. You can do it in a different way." While

these children are still referring to arithmetic and numbers as the ground

for their problem-solving process and use, these more problem-solving

responses seem to express the possibility of a problem solving concept of

mathematics.

Within the children's spontaneous references to "math" in the

interview, nearly one fourth (23%) of the children described the process

of learning or doing arithmetic as a process involving thinking hard and

uncertainty. One child, for example. described the experience of doing

the most complex PSA as "like a hard math problem or something and you
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have to think, well, there's gotta be some way I can do this...gotta do

something with the numbers." Again, while the process that these children

have described is linked to doing basic computation, as novices they find

even the basics of arithmetic to be an often complicated, challenging

process.

This thread of a problem solving construct of mathematics was also

present in the children's responses to our two questions about the sources

of their mathematics knowledge. One fifth (19%) of the children's

responses to these questions included examples of the uses of mathematics

as a source of mathematics knowledge. For example, one child stated that

he got his ideas about mathematics "...from doing it."

Thus, despite the children's view of mathematics as discrete

operations. the children's experience with these classroom arithmetic

activities led some of them to speak of this as a process of figuring out.

However, this "figuring out" is very different from the figuring out that

Schoenfeld (1986) says is the heart of mathematics. These differences can

be seen in two ways. First, the children spoke about struggling to figure

out material that, eventually, they hope to commit to memory; this

figuring out is not a mode of inquiry but a struggle to master and to

memorize (e.g.. Ginsburg & Asmussen, 1988). Second. the children's

figuring out was constrained by the arithmetic of the classroom. Rather

than being just one tool in a process of problem solving, arithmetic

itself defined the figuring out.

As novices, the children often perceived these computation

activities as i.ifficult and challenging because doing the problems often

required serious concentration. The children's struggle with the "problem



solving" presented in the mathematics classroom involved figuring out

which operation they were supposed to perform, recalling their mathematics

facts, or applying numerical algorithms, rather than formulating problems

or deciding between several different alternative solutions. This basis

for understanding problem solving is troublesome because it can set up

expectations of swift and certain solution as the mark of the good problem

solver.

Problem Solving

While the children's discussion of mathematics provided us with some

insight into their conceptions of problem solving, we conducted a further

exploration of the children's constructs of problem solving. Our

descriptive analysis of children's constructs of problem solving involved

(1) an analysis of spontaneous references that the children made to

"problem solving," (2) an inventory of the problem solving activities that

they enjoy, (3) children's descriptions of problem solving and (4) their

responses to two questions relating to the most complex PSA, "Would you

say that you learned something from [the PS/1]? What?" and "Let's say when

you're in high school you take a class that teaches you how to figure out

things like the [PSA], would you like to take it? What do you think you

would learn?". As in the previous descriptive analysis, we observed no

consistent pattern of differences in their responses relating to sex. SES

or ethnicizy.

When the children spcke about "problem solving" per se, they were

usually referring to multi-step romputation problems or arithmetic word

problems. While they discussed a variety of contexts for computation
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(mathematics class, word problems, and buying and selling), their

responses and the apparent uses for this computational problem solving did

not go much further than the corner store. However, when the children

described the activities that they enjoyed figuring out, that is, when

they spoke about generic problem solving, their horizons expanded.

The children spoke of their enjoyment of figuring out mysteries.

puzzles. and games as well as mathematics. The children enjoyed trying to

figure out "who did it" before the conclusion of a mystery. They also

enjoyed the experience of figuring out complicated problems. mathematics

worksheets and word problems. Board games (such as Monopoly and

backgammon) as well as arcade and video games, particularly Nintendo. were

enjoyable for the children to figure out. Common to their description of

these activities is a process of figuring out in which the child thinks

very hard and is uncertain about the solution. These activities seem to

present the experiential basis for what the children understood to be the

essence of generic or naive problem solving, that is, problem solving that

is not necessarily mathematical.

When we asked the children to explain how they go about figuring

things out, that is. to define their processes of problem solving, their

responses were firmly rooted in the activities that the children said they

enjoy figuring out. The children used words that were evocative of these

activities when describing this process of thinking hard that is their

understanding of problem solving. Some of the children used words

associated with solving mysteries in their descriptions. like "clues" or

"find out who did it and why." Other children, fewer in number, spoke of

problem solving using words such as "fixing." One child explained what he

12
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meant by figuring out by saying that "a mechanic usually has to figure out

a part of a car." Finally, some of the children used words associated

with learning or doing school work to describe their process of figuring

out. These children talked about reading and taking notes. following

directions, and working through a problem.

Only two children recognized the power of mathematics to help them

figure out problems in their lives. These two children, by making the

connection between mathematics in school and figuring out, described a

rudimentary form of mathematical problem solving. One child explained

that mathematics is important for many kinds of problem solving outside of

school and was more useful than her other subjects for working with

current, real-life problems. Yet, this child explained how mathematics

was important in problem solving by applying computation to various

problem-solving situations.

In our final assessment of the children's constructs of problem

solving, we explored their understanding of what they felt that they

learned from doing the most complex hands-on problem solving task. This

PSA presented the children with a probability game that was broken in such

a way that one player always won. The children's job was to find out what

was wrong with the game and to fix it. The children's responses again

echoed the experiential base of the activities that they had said that

they enjoy.

One fifth of the children's responses discussed that the PSA helped

them to learn about generic problem solving, that is, thinking hard to

figure out something. As one child explained, learning from the PSA

involved "learning more about solving things. A better way to figure them

13
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out." More than one quarter (287.) of their responses focused on the

thinking that was involved without referring to solving or figuring out.

Children mentioned that they learned a variety of thinking skills from

"how to make decisions" to "kinda haviingj to stop...think about what

you're doing" to "just concentrating" to "how to check for things that are

right or wrong" to "payingj attention." Several of the children made a

connection to detective work and solving mysteries. In so doing, they

described a general process of figuring out that could lead to a sense of

mastery and competence. Over one tenth (13%) of the children's responses

described the experience of the PSA in terms of fixing or inventing. One

child said that he could "learn better ways how to fix things." Another

child said that he could

learn how to use my knowledge a little better...by putting my ideas
into different things that will result in a good way for me in the
future...like if I was really poor and just had barely enough money
to support myself in that class...then. then thought of something
real big -- and it was a real big hit -- then, that's what I mean.
Providing for myself.

A little more than a tenth (11%) of the children said that the PSA taught

them about how to play a game. Finally, less than one tenth (7%) of the

children's responses pertained to arithmetic which is interesting

considering that the PSA did contain numbers and some arithmetic. A few

children seemed to be limited by the simple arithmetic in the game because

they did not feel that it taught them anything. Yet, by and large,

working with the PSA gave most children an experience of problem solving

through which they could make connections to the work of detectives,

scientists. mechanics and inventors -- and, thus, was an important and

purposeful experience.

When one looks across the children's responses. a pattern emerges.
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The children described an experience of generic problem solving, often

associated with the activities that they enjoy, that basically involved

thinking hard, figuring out, solving, fixing. or struggling to find a

solution. However, the construct of problem solving that emerged from

their experiences with these activities did not usually involve mathemat-

ics. Even so. the children's experiences and descriptions of problem

solving as a process of figuring out provide an endorsement of the

problem-solving-based pedagogy being recommended by the proponents of

mathematics reform (see. e.g., Willoughby et al., in press). Both the

children's general interest in figuring out and their interpretation that

the complex PSA was about figuring out suggest that an emphasis in the

curriculum on figuring out useful problems could

involvement with mathematics.

The disparity between the children's understanding of a generic form

of problem solving (as a process of figuring out) and the meaning they

gave to the term "problem solving" (as computational arithmetic) suggests

directions for curriculum change. The source of their limited understand-

ing of "problem solving" may well have been that computation is often

presented in the classroom as "problem solving" -- and this, in turn, may

confuse and restrict children's understanding of problem solving. One way

to correct this difficulty might be to capitalize on children's fluriosity

about mysteries, fixing. building, inventing, and figuring out games and

puzzles to create a curriculum built around problem-solving activities

that incorporate mathematics. The children themselves. in their

discussion of the PSA, gave evidence that this is possible. There seems

to be real potential that learning mathematical problem solving in broader

stimulate children's
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contexts could allow children to uaderstand that mathematics can take them

far beyond the arithmetic classroom.

The Analysis of ChAnge

As the descriptive analyses of the pretest responses have shown,

children's conceptions of mathematics and problem solving per se are

dominated by their experience with classroom arithmetic. Given this,

which is supported by the available research literature, we decided to

assess change in the children's constructs of mathematics in terms of

changes within their discrete operations construct rather than in terms of

change from a discrete operations to a problem solving construct of

mathematics. We hoped that SQ1TV would be able to expand on the

children's discrete operations constructs. Given that the purpose of

SQ1TV is as a supplement to the curriculum, and in the absence of

curriculum reform in the :Ili-tools under study, we felt that such change

would be a positive sign that children's constructs of mathematics are

amenable to change and that SQ1TV is effective in meeting its goals.

Aeasures

We created two different measures of children's discrete operations

constructs of mathematics. In the first. we distinguished between levels

of sophistication in the children's ref?.rences to mathematics and problem

solving in the Attitude Interview. We categorized the children's

statements about mathematics into basic (i.e.. counting and arithmetic)

and advanced mathematics (e.g., measurement. probability. etc.): their

statements about problem solving were categorized as either generic and

computational or practical and sophisticated (e.g., involving building or

16



solving mysteries). The second analysis was designed to explore the

different kinds of mathematics that the children mentioned in the Attitude

Interview and in the Essay. We used the list of content areas of

mathematics found in Goal III of SQ1TV as our index to different kinds of

mathematics (see Table 1).

Results

In the Attitude Interview, viewers made significantly greater (p <

.05) gains than nonviewers in the proportion of statements mentioning more

complex problem solving (see Figure 2 in Appendix). The two groups did

not differ significantly at the pretest, but the viewers increased

significantly from pretest to posttest (p < .01) while the viewers did

not. Further, the viewers made marginally greater gains (p < .10) in the

proportion of mentions of advanced mathematics (see Figure 1). The

viewers improved significantly from pretest to posttest (p < .05), and

produced a significantly greater proportion of advanced mathematics

statements than the nonviewers did in the posttest (p < .05). No

significant differences were observed between the number of types of

mathematics mentioned in the Attitude Interview: however, marginally more

viewers mentioned Geometry in the Attitude Interview and the Essay (see

Table 2). Furthermore, viewers differed significantly in the number of

mentions of measurement in the Essay (see Table 3). There were no

significant main effects of sex, ethnicity or socioeconomic status in any

of these results. The results were quite encouraging, indicating that

SQ1TV can have an impact on several aspects of children's discrete

operations constructs of mathematics.
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Conclusions and Implications

What do these results suggest for mathematics education reform? To

answer this, let us begin by considering how these changes might be

related to the content of SQ1TV since the content of the series is

designed in the spirit of reform. First of all, the problem solving that

is demonstrated on SQ1TV involves people figuring out interesting

problems; "Mathnet," for example, presents two detectives using mathemat-

ics to solve crimes. The children's descriptions of practical and

sophisticated problem solving (e.g., building and fixing things or solving

mysteries and creating inventions) are very much in line with the contexts

for problem solving shown on the series. Exposure to the series resulted

in the children's discussing more of this complex problem solving. This

suggests that an emphasis in the daily mathematics curriculum on real-life

problem solving -- as proponents of the reform movement advocate -- might

result in changes in children's constructs of mathematics.

Second, it seems that the wide range of mathematical content

presented on SQ1TV helped the children to assimilate this wider world of

mathematics into what they discussed. The viewers discussed marginally

more examples of advanced mathematics, that is, mathematics beyond basic

arithmetic. They also presented marginally more examples of geometry in

both the Attitude Interview and Essay, and more examples of measurement in

the Essay. It is quite remarkable that SQ1TV had this effect given that

the series was created as a supplement to mathematics education and that

the children viewed it in the absence of broader curriculum refcrm.

Further effort to present children in this age group with a wide variety

of mathematical content, as proponents of reform suggest, could be
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critical in encouraging them to expand their ideas about the subject.

Yet, at least two issues remain. First, it seems that, in large

part, the children still considered arithmetic to be the foundation of

mathematics; even at the posttest, the content areas most frequently

mentioned by the children were numbers, counting and arithmetic. Changing

the children's entire construct of mathematics from discrete operations to

problem solving is a task that a supplement such as SQ1TV cannot possibly

accomplish without an accompanying change in the daily mathematics

curriculum. The second issue concerns children's constructs of problem

solving. The salience of arithmetic in their thinking about mathematics

may guide children to consider any problem with numbers or computation to

be mathematical, while other, perhaps more sophisticated, less number-

oriented mathematical probLams are not perceived as mathematics. These

issues will need to be addressed clearly and persistently within

mathematics curricula if children are to develop richer and more

integrated constructs of mathematical problem solving.

Our research is very hopeful for the prospect of mathematics

education reform. Children seem to be very willing to find more to

mathematics than "a bunch of mixed-up numbers." The persistence of their

attempts to find uses "in different areas in the outside world" for the

arithmetic that they know, their engagement with thinking hard to figure

out arithmetic and the positive effect that SQ1TV had on advancing the

sophistication of the mathematics and problem solving that the children

discussed, all indicate that children, perhaps more than anyone else, may

be ready for mathematics education reform.
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Construct Interview Ouestions

The following interview questions were used for the analyses of

children's constructs of mathematics. The numbers indicate their sequence

in the Attitude Interview protocol.

11. Would you say you learned something from it? (PSA C) What?

12. Remember how you were thinking when you were doing this? Do you think

that you could use that kind of thinking in other situations? (PSA C)

When? In School? Outside of school? Outside of school not including

homework?

16. Let's say when you're in high school you take a class that teaches

you how to figure out things like the Dr. Game thing would you like to

take it? What do think you would learn?

18. Do you remember the other thing that you did yesterday -- with the

clocks/party tables? Do you think it's important to be able to figure out

things like this? (PSA B) How come?

27. Is being able to figure out things like this important? How come?

28. Would you say you learned something from it? What?

29. Remember how you were thinking when you were doing this? Do you think

that you could use that kind of thinking in other situations? (PSA A)

When? In School? Outside of School?

35. What kinds of things do you like to figure out?

36. Why do you like to figure out?

38. Do you like challenging things? How come?

39. What kind of challenging things do you like?

40. Has there ever been anything that you wanted to know and figured out

by yourself? What? Tell me about it.

42. Have you ever tried very, very hard to figure something out and not

been able to do it? Tell me about it.

44. What do you feel is important for you to figure out? What kinds of

things do you feel are important to figure out? What about out of school?

45. What are the different steps you would take in order to figure

something out? Can you list for me the things you usually have to do in

order to figure something out?

46. Is there anything that people usually have to do no matter what kind
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of thing they're trying to figure out? What? Anything else?

47. If you had to explain what math is to someone who had never heard of
it. maybe someone from another planet who happens to speak English. what
would you say that it is?

48. Should this person who doesn't know math 1,.:arn about it? How come?

49. Can you tell where you got your ideas about math?

50. Is what you do in math class all there is to math?

51. Is math useful to you in your life now? Why?

52. Is math useful for you in your life outside of school? Why?

53. Will it be useful for you in the future? Why?

55. Can you tell me about a time where you did something in math that you
really enjoyed? What was it? What about it did you enjoy?

60. Can you tell me some fun and interesting ways to use math?

61. Can you name some fun and interesting ways to use math outside of
school? What about fun ways to use math not
including homework?

62. Can you tell me some fun and interesting ways adults use math?

67. Some people say that the only thing that math is is adding, subtract-
ing. multiplying and dividing. What do you think of that? What else is

there? What is it good for? How can you use it?
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Table 1

Distribution of children's mentions of Goal 111 content areas

ContentArea Ns, of References_Made

A. Numbers and Counting 133

B. Arithmetic of Rational Numbers 112

C. Measurement 64

D. Numerical Functions and Relations 67

E. Combinatorics and Counting Techniques 69

F. Probability and Statistics 11

G. Geometry 31
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Figure 2
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Table.

Distribution of children mentioning Goal III
content areas in the Attitude Interview

A. Numbers

Pretest

Viewers Nonviewers

Posttest

Viewers Nonviewers

& Counting 33 33 35 32

B. Arithmetic
of Rational es 25 28 30 29

C. Measurement 14 13 22 15

D. Num.Functions
& Relations 20 18 16 13

E. Combinatorics 14 14 23 18

F. Probability
& Statistics 0 3 2 6

G. Geometry 9 5 12 5



Table 3

Distribution of children mentioning
Goal HI content areas in the Essay

Viewers Nonviewers

A. Numbers
& Counting 511 59

B. Arithmetic
of Rational vs 69 7S

C. Measurement

D. Num.Functions
& Relations

E. Combinatorics

F. Probability
& Statistics

G. Geometry

104 69

3 4

64 45


